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Introductiom
A connection 0 of a vector bundle F rnay be regarded to be the lower order
term of a differential operator D : Cco(M, APT"(M)(E9F)‑‑Co"(M, AP"'T"(M)(E3>F) with
the symbol ff (d)opidF (cf. [1]). Similarly, for an arbitrary differential operator

D:Coo(M, Ei)‑‑,Coo(M, E2), Ei and E2 being vector bundles over M, we may con‑
sider the Iower order term of a differential operator D : Coo(M, Ei(g)F)‑Coe(M, E,

<EbF) with a(D)==a(D)opidF, (a(D), etc., mean the symbols of D, etc.), to be a
connection of D with respect to F. This connection has many (formally) similar
properties as usual connection. For example, the action of the group of automor‑
phisms of F to the set of all connections of D with respect to F is formally same
as usual case (cf. [9]), and the obstruction class o(D, F) which has similar pro‑
perties as curvature or characteristic classes, can be defined by the help of connec‑

The outline of this paper is as follows:In g1, we define the connection of D
with respect to a vector bundle F. After showing the existence of connection, the

action of the automorphism of F to the connection is calculated in S1. In g2, we
define the obstruction class o(D, F) and show D has a connection with respect to

F with the degree at most degD‑2 if and only if o(D, F)=O, The higher obstru‑
ctions oi(D, F) are also defined under the assumption oi‑i(D, F)::=O. It is shown

that D has a connection with tlie degree at most degD‑1'‑1 if and only if oi(D,

F)=O. If Fisa complex line bundle, o(d, F)EH'(M, uei), uei is the sheaf of
germs of closed 1‑forms on M, and its de Rham image in H2(M, C) is the 1‑st
Chern ciass of F, the closed 2‑form on Mwhose de Rham image o(d. F), is the
curvature form of F. For this reason, we may define ch(D, F) and chY(D, F)
using non‑abelian cohomogy theory ([6], [8]). In g3, we consider the extension
of differential operator D on the base space M to the tatal space MF of a fibre
bundle F and show this problem is also treated by the same way as the connection

of D defined in S1. For this reason, to fix aconnection 0(F) of F, we call the

lower order term of the differential operator D : Cco(MF, TF"(Ei))‑‑Coo(MF, rrF"(E2))

with a(,Z5)=Te(F)"[rrF*(a(D))] is called the connection of D with respect to F and

e(F). Here ne(F)':T"(MF)‑rcF*(T*(M)) is the map defined by e(F). It is shown
that if Il is an SO(n)‑bundle or SU(n)‑bundle with the fibre R" or C", D has a
connection such that decomposed as the sum of connections of D with respect to
xp(F) orxc,p(F), q}llO. Here xp(F), or xc,p(F), is the associate P‑th degree har‑

monic polynomials bundle, or (P, P)‑type harmonic polynomial bundle, of F.

S1. Definition of connectioms

1. Let M be a connected n‑dimensional smooth manifold, Ei, E2 and F are
complex (or real) vector bundles over ML The dimensions of the fibres of Ei and
E2 are assumed to be finite, but the dirnension of the fibre of F need not be finite

(cf. g3). We fix a common (locally finite) coordinate ･neighborhood {U} of Ei, E2
and F. The (fixed) transition functions of Ei, E2 and F defined by {U} are denoted
by {gi,uv(x)}, {gle,uv(x)} and {gtrv(x)}. We denote by Coo(M, Ei), etc., the space

of Coo‑cross‑sections of Ei over M, etc.. Under these notations, a differential
operator D : Coo(M, Ei)‑Coo(M, E2) is a collection of differential operators Du : Coo

(U, Ei)‑>CDo(U, E2) such that

Dugi,uv(x)=g2,uv(x)Dv, xGUnV.
We set degD=le. Then Du is written

(1) Du=itt.kAi･u(x)(o2.)i, g:=(ii,‑･,in), M==ii+‑･+in,

al OIII

( OXU) == OXu, lii･･･OXu,nin'
where (xu,i,･･･,xu,n) is the local coordlnate on U. We set
Du (2b lF = i Ri grm. feAi, u (x) (g) IF o2. )i, IF is the identi ty map of the ]7 bre of F,

Then DuXIF : Coo(U,EiopF).Coe(U,E2XF) is a differential operator on U.
Definition. A collection {0u} of di.fìlerential operators 0u : Cco(U, Ei<Eg)F)‑‑÷Coo(U,
E2(El)F), is called a connection of D (with respect to F) if it satisy7es

(i) g2,uv(x)Xguv(x)(Dv(E91F+0v)=(Du(E91F+0u)gi,uv(x)opguv(x),

(ii) degOuSle‑1, (fe==degD).

Proposition 1. For anyDandFconnection exists. ･
Proof. Let {eu(x)} be a Coo‑partition of unity subordinate to {U}. Then to set
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(2) 0u(x)== X erv(x)g2,uw(x)opguw(x){DveopIF(gi,rvu(x)C8)guru(x))

UflP7;P
‑(k, pvu(x) opgwu(x) )Duop IF} ,
{0u(x)} satisfies (i), (ii).

Eefinition. Let e={0u(x)} be a connection of D with respect to F. Then the col‑

lection
{Du(21)IF+0u} is denoted by Do. ･
By definition, De : Coo(M, Ei<2g)F).Coo(M, E2QF) is a differential

operator on

M and degDe==le. Hence we have

(3) a(De)=a(D)opìli?,
where ff(D), etc., are the symbols of D, etc., and idF is the identity map of rt'
(F), rr is the projection of T'(M), the cotangent bundle of ML

Note 1. If Ei=APT', E2=AP"iT' and D=d, the exterior differential, then a
conneetion of d with respect to F is a linear connection of F.

Note 2. For a differential complex

D2
(D) : Cco(M, Ei)‑Coe(M, Dl
E2)‑+･･･,
Connection (with respect to I7) is also defined. But the lifted sequence

Db Ol E2XF)‑''',
D2, 02
(De) : Coo(M, Ei(2)F)'Coo(M,
is not a differential complex in general, although its symbol sequence is exact (cf.
[2]).

2. Let g :Ei‑Ei be a bundle map, then we set
(4) gDu =ii;iiilL.kAitu(x)g(x)( o2. )i,

and set

(5) Dug =pDu+Du,p.
By definition, degDu,gSfe‑1.

Lemina 1. if p is an automQPhism, then
(6) Du, g‑1 == ‑g‑iDu, pg‑1.

Proof. Since we have g‑i(pD)=D, we get

Du=Dug‑'pa==p"iDug+Du,g‑i=Du+p‑iDu,p+Du,p‑i,

weIf {0u}
obtain
(6). '
is a connection of D with respect to F, we have

'

gy,uvCDgtrvDvopiF‑DuopiFgi,uvopgtrv==k,uvopgbvOv‑0ugi,uvCDgtfv･

Hence we get
(7)

'

g2,uvophugtJvhv‑i{(IE,ophv)DvC8)IF (IE,ophv"i)

‑(IE,E9hu) DuopIF (IE,CDhu‑i)} gi,uvEbgtrv '
=(iE,ophu){g2,uvE9gtJvev‑0ugi,uvE9gtrv}(iE,E9hv‑i), ‑ ･
where IEi and IE, are the identity maps of the fibres of Ei and E2. But since we
get by (6)

(IE,Ebhu)Duop1.(1.,(E9h.‑i)
=(IE2(29 hu) {aE , oph u‑i)Duop IF pt (i E, Qh u‑i)(Du([i3) IF )iE ,Qhu(IE , (g)hu‑i)} ,

and since

(IE,@hu‑i)DuopIF=(IE,ophu‑1)Du(g)IF,
we obtain
(s) (1.,(21)h.)D.(Ebl.(1.,oph.‑i)=Du(EblF,‑(Du(El)IF)1.,oph.(IE,(Eg)hu‑t).

' By (7), (8), we have
Lerrltmaa 2. ILIe {eu} is a connection of D with resPect to F, where {gtfv}, a
transition function of F, is fixed, then by the change of transition function of F by
{hu}, {0u} is changed to {0u'} given by

(g) 0.t=(1.,(g)h.){0.‑(1.,(29h."i)(Du(Eg)IF)1.,oph.}(IE,(iDhuHi).

'
Note. Since df==df, the action of the automorphism of F to the connection of

D is formally similar as tke usual connection (cf. [1], [9]). '
Definition. If {ei,u,} and {e2,v,} are the couaections of D with resPect to F,
we call {ei,u,} and {02,u,} to be equivalent if there exists a common locally fa￠ite
reYinenzent {U} of {Ui}, {U2} and a collection of bundle automorphisms {hu} of F,

each hu is de17ned on U, such that
0,,.,[U=(1,,oph.){0,,., IU‑(1.,oph.‑i)(D.op1,ii)1.,oph.}(1.,oph.Hi),

UC Ui n U2,
Note. If Ei=E2=::E, E and F both have unitary structures and D is formally
selfadjoint, that is, {gi,uv} (={g2,uv}) and {guv} both take the values in unitary

group, then to denote inner product on Co:(M, E(EbF) defined from the inner pro‑

ducts ofEandFby <g,ip>, we get i･
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<gi,uv‑i(E9gtiv‑iDugi,uvopgtrvop,ip>=<g,gi,uv‑iopglrv‑iDgi,uvopgtrv>,

if SuPP.g and SuPP.ip both contained in UnV. Hence Dhas a connection 0 such
that Do is formally selfadjoint. In this case, if {hu} take values in unitary group,

the change {0u'} of {0u} by {hu} given by (9) also gives a formally selfadjoint

3. We set
Con(D, F)={0]e is a connection ofD with resPect to F},
g'(Ei(Ei)F, E2(g)F)={v:Coo(M, EiopF)‑‑Coo(M, E2<g>F)lv is a di.tferential

operator with degree at most 1'}.
Then by definition, to fix 0o::= {0o,u}ECon(D, F) and define io,(e)={0u‑0o,u}=De

‑Do,, 0={eu} EECon(D, F), we have a bijection

(10) ie,:Con(D, F)‑‑"･srk"i(EiopF, E2opF).
Since gk‑i(EiopF, E2<g>F)=Coo(M, Hom(Ei(g)F, E2(g)F)(g}Jle‑i(M)) is a topolo‑

gical space by Coo‑topology, Con(D, F) becomes a topological space by (10) and
this topology does not depend on the choice of 0o.

Denote pm(F) the group of bundte automorphisms of F, O(F) acts on Con (D,
F) by Iemma 2, To copy this action to gk‑i(Ei(E9F, E2opF) by ieo, we can define
an action of bl(F) on gle‑i(Ei(8)F, E2<g)F) which paay different from usual action.
By (9), the isotropy group bl(F)o of bl(F) at 0 is given by
(n) bl(F)e == {{hu} 1(IE,op hu)Du, e. = Du, e.(IEi(E9hu)},

Du, ou =DuopIF +eu.
By (10), Con(D, F) is imbedded in sffe‑')S (Ei(E9F, E2(E9F)=XS(M, Hbm(Ei(g)

F, E2(g)F)Qfle"i(M)), where XS means s‑th Sobolev space. Hence, if F has a
fixed unitary structure, bl(F) is the group of bundle automorphisms of F with the
unitary structure and M is compact, local slice theorem is valid ([4], [7]., [9]).

In the case D is formally selfadjoint, we set

Cons(D, F)={0]0 is a formally selfadjoint connection of D with

resPect to F}, '
sf]s(Ei(g)F, E2(g)F)={v:Coo(M, Ei F)‑,‑Coo(M, E2F) E rp is a formally
selfacijoint di.ff27rential oPerator with degree at most j}.

Then to fix a formally selfadjoint connection 0o of D with respect to F, we get

(10)' io,:Cons(D, F)‑srleHis(Ei(El>F, E2opF).

If M is compact, by the action of e(F), Cons(D, F) has local slice.

g2. The obstruction class.
4. For the index set I=(ii,･‑･,in), we set
I+li‑rm(ii,‑･･,is'‑i, ij'+1, ig'",･･･,in)

(cL [3]). Using this notation, we set
Du = [, ipu, m,[te. ,Au, i+ij(x) ( o2. )io .O., j]

o
+ X B.,i(x)( )i+lower
order terms,

]Il‑k‑1 OXu

Au,i+!j(x)=:Au,it,ik(x) if g+1,･‑‑I'+1le.

Then, since gy,uvDv==Dugi,uv, we get
ge,uvopgtfvDvEbiF‑DuopiFgi,uvopgtrv
= ‑¥[:i.IiA., ,.,j(g iX.:]i "ij<2gl. (g,, ..(g>gg.U.v, i)]( o2. )i

+lower order terms.
Therefore, to set a connection {0u} of D with respect to F by

0U= X 0U,i(X)( o)i+lower order terms,
[II =‑ le ‑i OXu

we obtain

O (x.)I
gi,uvE9guv
o (xu)

g2, uv <g) gtfvOv, I‑ 0u, I(

‑ ‑ i,l#;.. ],Au, i.i,(gt[:: ,'i'ijgi, .. op 8.fllifr,,

for each I, Ill=le‑1. But since g2,uvDv==Dugi,uv, we get
}.lk= iA., I,,j(g [::])I"J̀gi,.. (Eg 3illvfri ‑‑ tt/lg2, uvAv, I+ij op gill.l ri

Hence we have '
'

' '

(i2) gle,uv(E)gtJv ov,i‑ ou, i(g [Xx.V])igi, uv opguv .
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=‑;l.ijig2,uvAv,i+ijopgiilvl,V,,, 1gi=k‑i.

5. We set by 8ut,･･‑,6u", the clual basis of O/Oxu,i,･･･,O/Oxu,n in the cotangent

space. Then to set
‑SYu ::: [Illlliik]ne1(tt/1Au,I,ijgui+ij opoxOu, ,.) ,

.sYu is a cross‑section of Hbm(Ei, E2)(E9Sh(T'(M))opT(M) over U. Here, Sfe(T*(M))
== fk(M)/ffe‑i(M)

is the le‑th symmetric product of T"(M). By (12), to set

a(0u) = X] 0u,i 8ui, a(0v)gVU=g2,uvopguv a(0v)gi,vuopgtru,
III‑k‑1

we get
a(eu)‑a(0v)gvu==g2,uv[‑9fv(gtfv)]gi,vu(E)gvu

==.SYu(guv)(IE,opgvU),
because g2,uv￡gfv=stugi,uv. Since this right hand side does not depend on th
choice of {0u}, we have

Lemma 3. To set
.sy'uv==a(0u)‑ff(0v)9VU=stu(guv)(IE,opgvu),
.tYuv is a cross‑section of Hom(Ei, E2)<g>Sle‑i(T"(M)) op Hbm(F, F) over UnV and
does not dePend on the chice of {0u}.
By definition, the collection {.gfuv} satisfies cochain condition

'

(13) .gfuv+pavvrgvu+LsVrvugWU==O.
If 0'=‑{0'u} is equivalent to e, we have by (9)
(14) e'u,I= 0u,IH il.l=it.IAu,I+1op hu‑laOxhuY i''

'

for any I, IEI=le‑1. Conversely, if e' satisfies (14), there exists rpEgle‑2(Ei(El>F,

E2opF) such that 0'+rp is equivalent to 0. If 0 satisfies (14), then

(15) a(e'u) = a(0u)‑(IE,ophu"i) Yu (hu).
But, since Lsy'u(huH')=‑(IE,ophu‑')[.g4u(hu)] (IE,ophu‑i), (15) is rewritten

(15)' a(0'u)=a(0u)+￡lu(hu‑') (IE,ophu).

Therefore, if {0u} and {0'u} are equivalent each other, then

(16) {a(0'u)‑a(0'v)g"U}‑{a(0u)‑o(0v) gVU}
=‑SYu(fu)(IE,oofuHi)‑[.sYv(fv)(IEiopfv"i)]gVU,
with sttitable {fu}, fu:U‑Hbm(F, F). Converse!y, if (16) is satisfied, then with
suitable rpEgle‑2(EiCi9Ii', EiC9F), 0'+? is equivalent to o. Especially, we have

Mempmta 4. (i). The symbol a (0) of0 is.dev7ned if and only if there exist fu,

fu:U‑Hbm(F, F), serch that
(17) ‑Muv=.sYu(fu)(IE,XfuH')‑[.sy'v(fv)(1E,(E9v‑i)]gVU,

for each UnX
(ii). Ilf D has a connection e with resPect to F such that a (0) is dofned, then
there exists a connection 0o of D with resPect to .F' such that deg 0o::llle‑2.

Pscoof. We only need to show (ii). But since o (0) is defined, g2,uv(E9guvOv‑
0ugi,uv(g)gtrv is a differential operator of degree at most k‑2. Hence there exists

rpoEele‑' (EiopF, EiopF) such that a(0)=a(tye) (cf. the proof of proposition 1).
Then, since a(0+rp)== a(0)+a(rp) for rpEgk‑'(Ei(E9F, E2opF), we have the lemrna.

6. We denote by $(F) the associate principal bundle of F and define a diffe‑

rential operator g:Coo(U,$(F))‑Coo(U, Hom(Ei, E2)(29Sfe‑i(T"(M))(29Hbm(F, F))

9fu =Y.(f.) (IE,opfu‑i).
The sheaf of germs of images of .f{7 is denoted by R(g). Then (12) and (13) show

that {a(0u)‑a(0v)gVU}='{.gfuv} defines a cohomo logy class in Hi(M, R(g)). By
<16), this class is same if 0 and e' are equivalent. By lemma 3, this class does not

depend on the choice of O. '
Definitiogi. The cohomology class of {pauv}in fl̀(M, R(g)) is denoted by o(D,,
F).

By this definition, lemma 4 is restated as follows:

Theorem 1. D has a connection 0 with resPect to Fsuch that degOSle‑2 if and
only if o(D, F)=O.
Example 1. If D==d, the exterior differential, Lgf(f) is equal to df. Hence to

define D2:Coo(M, Hbm(F, F)(E9T"(M)).Coo(M, Hbm(F, F)opA2T"(M)) by D2F=dF
+F, we get an exact sequence of sheaves
'

D2
O‑R(g).mt(M)<g)Hom(F, F)‑D2(cai(M)(29Hbm(F,
F))‑O,
where uei(M) is the sheaf of germs of closed 1‑forms on ML Therefore, there

exists a Hom (F, F)‑valued 2rform O on M such that whose de Rham image by
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this exact sequence just covers the representative of o(D, F) defined by 0, a con‑

nection of F. Thise is the curvature form of e. On the other hand, if Fisa
complex line bundle, then the kernel sheaf of sr is the constant sheaf of complex

numbers over M and we have the exact sequence

O.C‑C*d‑.R(s)‑>O.
Hence we can define ti(o(D, F))Ell2(M,C). It is the 1‑st Chern class of F.

Example 2. If le==2, Ei=E2=1, the 1‑dimensional trivial bundle, then set D=
Xi,tiAi,j(x)a?/OxiOxi'+lower order terms, Ai,i=A,',i, g(f) is given
9 (f) #.=,(i=,Ai, j(x)aO.fjf‑i) dxi.

Hepce if F is a complex line bundle and the matrix (t4i,ti(x)) is regular at any point

of M, the kernel shdaf of g is the constant sheaf of complex numbers over ML

We denote the kernel sheaf of a by tex(g). The sheaf of germs of smooth
sections of 8(F) is denoted by 8(F). Then we have the exact sequence of she‑

aves ･

'

' O‑‑fev(sr)‑8(F)‑R(D).O
Then to set dig the sheaf of germs of those automorphisms of fer(D) that can be

extended to automorphisms of 8(F), there exists 2‑dimensional cohomology set
H2(M,die) and map a:H'(M, R(:7))‑H2(M, dig) ([6], [8]).
Definition. We denote 6(o(D, F)) by ch(D, F).

0n the other hand, if there is an operator g2={g2,u} such that the local
integrabillity condition for the equation g=e(f) is given by g2(g)=O, then we
define the curvature e=e(e, D, F) of a connection 0 of D with respect so F by

(18) eu=92,u(eu), e={eu}.
7. We assume there is a transition function {guv} of F such that

(19) deg[g2,uvopgtfvDvXIF‑DuXIFgi,uv(E9gtiv]==k‑1', 7'>..2.
We note that under thi assumption, D has a connection 0 with respect to F such

that deg egfe‑j (cf. the proof of proposition 1). '
Under the assumption (19), we set
DU == fii=klllltl] fjt$,.Au, i+J(x)(o2u)i"j +iower order terms,

Au,I+J=Au,I,+Jt, ifl+J=Xt+J,.

Then we have
g2,uvopguvopiF‑DuopiFgi,uv(g>guv
= ‑ii i;L ‑i[i$put i sjAU'i"J(g)iF lll ! [2 i<iXi Iic k iK ! (IJJ‑1 !K) ! {(o2.)JHKgi,uv} Eb

{(o2.)Kgtfv}](o2.)i +iower order terms.

Let {0u} be a connection of D with respect to F such that deg eu;$lle‑ti, then to
Set 0u===:iil=fe‑i' 0u,i(O/0xu)i+loder terms, we have

o (xu)

g2,uvXgtrvOv,i(a(x.))i‑0u,igi,uv(E9gtrv
= ‑,$IXtnyi sAu, i+J(29iF i gl !'[2K2ilR. i ) ,K ! (]JJiLk) ! {(o2.)J'Kgi,uv {(g) } (o2.) i<gbv } ]:

Hence to set
pajuv(f) = I I IVk ‑Sul [lsXt [ sAu, I+J(Eli)IF6uJ IJJ! V [J4KiXl lK [ k ,K ! (IJJ‑] !K) !

{ (62.)J‑Kgi, uv { (23) } (o2.) ìf} ]] ,

we obtain

'

.
(12)i a(0u)‑a(0v)gVU =: ‑Yiuv(guv)gi,
vuopgvu.
By (12)i, a(eu)‑a(ev)gVU=.s)fiuv does not depend on the choice of e if deg e$le‑1'.
On the other hand, if hu satisfies

(2o)i･ deg(Du(E91F)iE,ophu;S{krm1,
and e'u‑‑IE2(g>hu(eu‑IE,<g>hu‑IDu,hu)IE,(g>hu‑1, then

{ff(o'u)‑a(e'v)gVU}‑{a(ou)‑a(ov)gvU}
== .gfiuv(humi) (IE,(g)hu)‑[Lg)fjuv(hv‑i) (IE,ophv)]gVU.

We set Cjoo(U,8(F)):=={flfECoo(U, %(F)), deg(Du(E91F)iEiopf;Sle‑7'}, i‑2f{gle. Since

constant section belongs in C,‑co(U, %(F)), Cioo(U, 8(F))4S for all i We define e'

:Cioo(U, 8(F))‑Coo(U, Hbm(Ei, E2))(g)Sk‑, (T"(M))(2i>Hbm(F, F)) by
9'(f) == ‑94'(f)f‑i.

'
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Then, to set R(g') the image sheaf of g',{ff(0u>‑a(0v)gVU} defines an elernent

of Hi(M,R(gj)).
Definition. Uhader the above assumPtions, the class a(0u)‑a(0v)gVU in Hi(M, R
(gi)) is denoted by o'(D, F).

By definition, we have ･

Theorem 1'. D has a connection {0u} with respect lo F such that deg 0uin‑<fe‑7'
‑1 if and only if o'(D, F):=O.
Corollary. o'(D, F) is dojined if and only if o(D, F) (D, F) (=oi(D, F))==o2(D,

F)=･･･‑‑o,‑i(D, F)=O. ･ ‑‑ ‑

As in n06, we can clefine chi(D, F) and eJ(0) under the assumption oj"i(D, F)

.‑

g3. Extensien of differential operators

8. Lete=e(F)={MF, M, nF, F} be a G‑bundle, G is aLie group, over M
with the coordinate neighborhood system {U} and transition function {guv'(x). Let

Ei ancl E2 are the vector bundles over Msuch that trivial on each U. Then fGCoo

(MF, TF"(Ei)), i=1,2, can be written . '
f={fu(x, y)}, fuECoo(UxF, nF"(Ei)), xEU, yEF,
fu(x, y)=fv(x, gtrv(x)y), (x,y)G(UnV)xF.
We set
(21) gbv(x)#fv(x, y)=fv(x, gtfv(x)y).
Let D:Coo(M, Ei)‑Coo(M, E2) be adifferential operator of degree leon ML Then
to fix a connection e=0(F) of F, ffF"(D)=rtF"(D)==rtF*(Du) is defined on each Coo(U
xl7S, rrF*(Ei)).

Definition, A collection of differential operators {0u}, 0u:Co"(UxF, TF"(Ei))‑
Coo(UxF, iq7"(E2)) is calted a connection ofD with resPect to 4(F) and 0(F)) ifit
satisLf7es

(i) gtJv(x)#(TF*(Dv)+0v)=(ffF"(Du)+0u)guv(x)#,
(ii) degeu;:llle‑1,

(iii) 0uTF*f=O, fECOO(U,Ei).
propositioit 1'. For any D and g (and 0(F)), connection exists.

Proof. Under the same notations as in proposition 1, it is suthcient to set

(1)' ou,e(x)== ]ili]il ew(x)guw(x)#{xF'(Dvr)gwu)x)#‑grvu(x)#rtF'(Du)}.

wnueA
Definition. We deyine a differential oPerator De:Coo(MF, rcb"(Ei))‑Coo(MF, TF"

(E2)) by

DOfu==(nF"(Du)+0u)fu, f=={fu}･
By definition, clenote the projection from T'(MF) to rrF"(T"(M)) defined by e
(F), by To(F), we get
(22) a(De)=:fle(F)"(rrF"(zF"(a(D))).

Proposition 2. If F has a G‑invariant measure pt, M is a Rimannian man.fbld
with the volume element dv, and E==Ei=Ei2 has a <fixed) unitary structecre, then
the formal acijoint 0er==0u,e, of 0e is a connection of D', the formal addoint of D.
EsPecially, ifD is formally selfkecijoint, then D has a formally sel.fZzdfoint con‑
nection.

Proof. By assumption, ,gtxv(x)# is extended to a unitary operator of L'((UnV)
xF, dvoppt)(g>Ex, Ex is the fibre of E at x. Hence we have the proposition.
As in n03, we denote the set of all connections (respectively, all formally sel‑

fadjoint connections) of D with respect to 6 and 0(F) by Cone(F) (D, e) and Cone
(F),s(D, 9), Then we have
(10)' Cone(F) (D, 6){>!9fe‑i(rtF"(Ei), zF"(E2)),
Cone(F),s (D, 6)='tV9le‑ts(TF*(Ei), TF'(E2)).

9. Let Y(F) be a function space on F such that G acts on Y(F) by the
action r#f(N) =f(Ty), rii)G, yE!F, fc!L9‑(F). Then we can construct associate
Y(F)‑bundleLE7(6) of g. The associate Coo(F)‑bundle of 6 is denoted by Coo(e).
Leinwaa 5. (i). Let E be a finite dimensional vector btindle, then there is an iso‑

morPhism e such that
(23)i e:Coo(MF, rrF"(E)){}!Cco(M, E(E3)Coo(8)).

(ii). To .17x a connection 0(F) of F, there is an isomorPhism ee(F)==ee(F),Er,E2
such that
(23)ii ce(F):9'(TF*(Ei), TF*(E2))2il9j(EiopCoe(e), E2opCoo(6)), 1'>m,,1.

Proof. Since fu(x, y)EEx(29Coo(F) if {fu}ECOO(MF, nF*(E)), {fu} defines a
Coo‑cross‑section of E(2i)Coo(6). Conversely, a Coo‑cross‑section of E(g)Coo(g) satisfies

f=={fu}, fu(x)GEx(E9Coo(F), gtrv(x)#fv(x)==fu(x), we have (i).

Since a splitting of tangent bundle of MF induces (local) tensor product decom‑
position of differential operator on MF, we have (ii) by (l).

Lemrna 6. (i). Let 0e ={0u,e} be a connection ofD with resPect to 0(F), then
{c"(0)e} = {c2eu, gci‑i},
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is a connection of D with resPect to Cco(e) and satis.fies

(24) Dc*(o,)]COO(M, Ei(E3)K):=D, K==R or C,
evhere Kis the sPace of constant fttnctions on F andD in the right hand side means
(ii). Let 0={0u} be a connection of D with resPect to Coo(6) and satisfies (24),

then
(ee(F)"i)"e :=z {te(F)‑iOu} ,

is a connection of D with resPect to e (F) and 0 (F).
CoTollary. To .17x a sztbbzandle C*oo(6) of Coo(6) such that K(EbC,oo(e)=Cee(6), zve

have

' 'C.oe(6)).
(24) e"Cone(F) (D, g)zCon(D,
By this corollary, we can define the action of S(F) on Cone(F) (D, e), the
obstruction class o(D, e), characteristic class ch (D, e), etc..･ Especially, ch(D, 8)

belongs in H? (M, di), where ￠ isasubsheaf of the sheaf of germs of automor‑

phisms of 8(F). ･

/t
Lemwaa 5'. Denote Coco(F) and Cooo(MF, F) be the sPaces of conzPact suPPort

smooth functions on F and comPact suPPort smooth cross‑sections of Cooo(8), the
associate CooQ(F)‑bandle of g, over MF, we have
(23)i' c:Cooo(MF, TF"(E))l‑lilCooo(M, EopCeoo(6)).

By (23)i', we obtain

LeEwtma 6'. We have the isomorPhism
(24)' e*:Cone(F) (D, 6)'‑wrCon(D, E(E9Cooo(e)

10. Definition. Let M be a Riemannian manifold with the volume element dv, F
has a G‑invariant measure Fe such that L2(F, pt) containes Cooo (F) as a dense sub‑

space and E is an Hermitian vector bztndle over M, tlaen we doj7ne ne:r[(M, E(Eb

L?(e))‑r(M) by ‑
(2s) ng(f) (x) = Ilf(x)llE.opL2(F, rt),
where r(M, E(2)L?(9)) is the sPace of (not necessarily continuous) cross‑sections of

E(g>L2(g) over M, l"(M) is the space of (dv‑measurable) functions on M and
1 If(x)l 1E.opL2(F,p) is the norm of f(x) in Ex(g)L2(F, pt).

DefifiTitiom. Under the same ass"mPtions as above, we set
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(26) L2(M, EopL2(pt))=={flfEr(M, EopL2(Lt)), ne(f)EL?(M, dv)},
Hfl1 =I1ne(f)H in L2(M, dv), iffEL2(M, E(E9L'(6)).
Lemrrta 7. U)zder the same assumPtions as above, we have
(23)i,L2 eL2:L?(MF,nF"(E))E;L2(M, E(El)L2(e)),
and eL2 is a unitary transformation. Here the measure on MF is given by dv(g>p.
Proof. To triangulate M suflicientiy fine such that on each simplex oi of M by
triangulation,6 and E are both trivial. Then to denote the characteristic function

of aixF by xi, we have

llfl1‑MI]xifl1, fEL2(MF, nF*(E))=L2(MF dvoptt)XE.
i

(27)

Then by Fubini's theorem, f(x) belongs in Ex(29L?(F, tt) almost everywhere on each
ai ×F

and
1lzifl12=f.,[S.{xi(x)f(x, y)}2dxt]dv

=S., [ l ng(xif ) 1 l 2(x) dv ‑ JA, H ng(xif ) M 2(x) dv.

Hence we have (27) by (26). Then, since Cooo(MF, ffF"(E)) is dense in L2(MF, rcF'
(E)), eL2 is defined on L2(MF, rtF*(E)) and we have the lemma.

In the rest, we assume G=SO(n) or SU(n) and F=R" or C". First we note

(28)R L2(R")=L2(R', r"‑'dr)QL2(S'i‑i, d9),
(28)c L2(Cn)==L2(C*, rn‑idrdo)(g>L2(Cpn‑i, dbl),
and the actions of G on L2(R', r"‑idr) or on L2(C", r"‑ibrdO) are trivial. Here d9

and do are the standard volume elements on S"‑' and CP"‑i. It is known that the
o. n.‑basis of L2(S"‑i, d9) and L2(CP"‑i, bbl) are taken by harmonic polynomials
of homogeneous degree P and type (P, P), P=O, 1, 2,... We set the space of har‑
monic polynomials of homogeneous degree P (with n‑variables) and type (P, P) by
spqn and spP,Pn ([5], [10]), Then each fpPn or SP,Pn is the representation spaces of
SO (n) or SU (n) Denoting their representations by Xp and xc,p, the representations
of SO (n) and SU (n) in L?(R") and in L2(C'i) (equivalently, in L2(S""', b9) and in

LZ(CP"‑i, dd}), denoted by x and xc, are decomposed as

(29) x= Xxp, xcco
== oo
XXC,p･

p‑o p=o
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We denote the associate L2(S""i, d9)‑bundle or L2 (CP"‑i, do)‑bundle of 8 by
x(E) or xc(6), and the associate spPn‑bundle or fpP,Pn‑bundle by xp(e) or xc,p (e).

Proposition 3. There exists a connection 0g ofD evith resPect to e which induces
connection zp(0g) or xc,p (0e) of D with resPect to xp(g) or xc,p(e) for each P and
satisfi es

xo(0e)=O, or xc,o(0e)=O.

Proof. The connection 0e constructed in the proof of proposition 1' satisfies
the requirements of the proposition.

We denote the sheaves defined for D and x(e) or xc(e), xp(e) or xc,p(g) by R

(9x),R(9xc), R(9x) or R(9xc,p) (cf. n06). Then there are maps cp:Hi(M, R(g

x)).Hi(M, R(ex)) and xc,p:Hi(M,R(gzc))‑Hi(M, R(gxc,p)) induced by the
inclusions fpPn‑L2(S"‑', d9) and spP,Pn‑÷L2(CP"‑i, dn). Then we have by propo‑
sition 3 (and lemma 3)

Theorem 2. TVe have
(3o) ep(o(D, x(6)))‑o(D,xp(e)),
tc,p(o(D,xc(e)))=o(D, xc,p(e)),
and o(D, x(e)) (resPectively, o(D, xc(e)) vanishes if o(D, xp (e))=O (resPectively o(D,
xc,p(8))==O) for all p.

Proof. We only need to show the second assertion. But since L2(S"‑i, dS2)
(respectively L2(CP'im', do)) is the direct sum of spPn (respectively spP,Pn), we have
the second assertion.

Same theorems hold for ch(D, x(6)), etc., and higher obstruction classes.
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